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An English Bible, thanks my good Lord Mayor,
You of our body and our soul have care,
This is the Jewel that we still love best,
This was our solace when we were distressed,
This book that has so long concealed itself,
So long shut up, so long hid; now Lords see,
We here unclasp, forever it is free."
Attributed to Elizabeth I by Thomas Heywood, 1605
The Bible in English begins with the Bible in Latin,
specifically the "Vulgate" ("common") Bible of the western
Church, translated by St. Jerome, circa 405 AD. Erasmus'
reputation as Bible scholarship's humanist outlaw was based
on his daring attempt to supplant the Vulgate with a new
Latin translation, the Novum lnstrumentum, of 1516, based
in tum on supposed authenticated Greek texts. In 1408 an
Oxford statute, first directed against Lollardy, and then
Lutheranism, required episcopal approval for publication of
any English translation. William Tyndale would quickly run
afoul ofit.
"Luther's German translation appeared in 1522, Tyndale's
in 1525, and it was inevitable that contemporaries should
regard the latter as an English rendering of the former." (J.
Isaacs, "The Sixteenth Century English Versions" in The
Bible in Its Ancient and English Versions, Henry Wheeler
Robinson, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940).
According to Isaacs: Tyndale adopts Luther's order of the
books, takes over a substantial part of his prefaces and
prologues, uses nearly all his margin references, errors
included, adopts his paragraph division, and incorporates a
large number of his marginal comments and "certain
prefaces, and other pestilent glosses in the margins" as
Henry VIII wrote to Luther, "for the advancement and
setting forth of his abominable heresies."
Tyndale's translation is mainly based on the Greek of
Erasmus (second edition of 1519 and the third of 1522),' and
Luther's German. When, in 1529, the Vatican librarian

Agostino Steuco furnished extensive arguments for the
superiority of the Vulgate over the Greek texts, the friends of
Erasmus must have had a good laugh at the expense of this
"backward" prelate. But we now know that assaults on
Erasmus's edition were often well founded. A sound Greek
text would not be established until the nineteenth century.
The guarantor of the gospels throughout the majority of
the existence of the Church had been the Vulgate, not
defective Greek texts which Tyndale relied upon in
"translating directly from the Greek." I am not here belittling
Tyndale's contribution as a writer of prose. To Tyndale our
langua~ owes such majestic phrases as: Luke 1:78, "tender
mercy. Luke 12:19: "eat, drink and be merry." Luke 15:23
"fatted calf." Matthew 6:24, "Ye cannot serve God and
Mammon." Matthew 6:28: "Consider the lilies of the field,
how they grow." John 4:44: "A prophet hath no honor in his
own country." Also: "to die the death; stranger in a stranger
land; apple of his eye; sick unto death; flowing with milk and
honey; Let your light so shine" and "For of such is the
kingdom of God."
Tyndale's "simple directness; magical simplicity of phrase,
his modest music" and "native vigor of phrasing" have
ennobled and enlarged the English language. "With all the
tinkering to which the New Testament has been subject
Tyndale's version is till the basis in phrasing, rendering:
vocabularly, rhythm, and often in music as well. Nine-tenths
of the Authorized New Testament is still Tyndale and the
best is still his." (Isaacs 160, 166).)
'
The preceding encomiums are certainly merited, but they
apply mainly to Tyndale's stylistic felicities, not to his
accuracy, with one honorable exception. Tyndale was
responsible for a singular advancement in Bible translation:
he bucked the rabbinic superstition against the printing and
pronunciation of God's personal name, YHVH (Yahweh), with
the introduction of Jehovah into his English version.
The Oxford English Dictionary: "1530 edition of Tyndale's
Exodus 6:3: 'I appeared unto Abraham, Isaac and Jacob an
almighty God: but in my name Jehovah' (Wyclif and Jerome's
Vulgate have: 'Adonay; Adonai'). The rabbinic Masoretes gave
as a direction to the translator to substitute Adonai for the
'ineffable name,' which is actually done by Jerome in the
Vulgate translation of Exodus 6:3 and hence by Wycliff.
Tyndale, was ...the first to use it (Jehovah) in English (Peter
Galatinus had used it in Latin in 1516)."
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Beginning in 1526 copies of the Tyndale Bible were
smuggled into England from the Continent chiefly by
Antwerp merchants, and sold secretly by the private
enterprise of such men as Robert Barnes and Simon Fish of
Gray's Inn. These dealers in a contraband book were known
as 'New Testamenters." In response, a book-banning decree to
the bishops of England was issued by Cuthberth Tunstall,
Archbishop of London, in 1526.
Tyndale attempted to put a brave face on the ban and the
subsequent burning of his New Testament in his native land,
being more alert than the Catholic authorities, as the
Protestant party almost always was in these cases, to public
relations and world opinion: "I am glad, for these two benefits
shall come thereof: 'I shall get money to bring myself out of
debt, and the whole world will cry out against the burning of
God's word ..."
But was it sim_plya matter of the suppression of the pure
word of God? Who was Archbishop Tunstall? Shall we be
satisfied to characterize him simply as a blockheaded, bookburning bigot who suppressed Tyndale because he feared that
the truth of the Gospel would get into the hands of the
peasantry?
"It has long been the fashion to speak of Tunstall as a
bitter opponent of vernacular versions because he declined to
further Tyndale's project for an English version of the
Bible ...and because he burnt copies of the latter's New
TE:s~ament, ~hich he ...felt did not faithfullx represent the
ongmal... It 1s well to remember that Tunstall was a finished
Greek scholar, the friend and patron of Erasmus, and
perfectly competent to assess Tyndale's version at its true
value. Even the Protestant historian Burnet terms Tunstall,
'the last and most eminent of all the Popish clergy' ...lt was
not ...the fact of a translation being made accessible to the
people that provoked Tyndale's condemnation ...As Canon
Dixon says (in History of the Church of England, vol. 1, p.
451): 'If the clergy had acted thus, simply because they would
have kept the people ignorant of the word of God, they would
have been without excuse. But it was not so. Every one of the
little volumes containing portions of the Sacred Text that was
issued by Tyndale, contained also a prologue and notes,
written with such a hot fury of vituperation against the
prelates and clergy, the monks and friars, the rites and
ceremonies of the Church as ...was hardly likely to commend it
to the favor of those who were attacked." (Hugh Pope, English
Versions of the Bible. (St. Louis, Herder, 1952), pp. 148-149.
(Emphasis supplied).
"There is no proof that churchmen of those days were as a
body opposed to having the Bible circulated in English. Nor is
there any truth in the widespread notion that Tyndale's
version provided an eye opener to the people ofEngland ...that
'the contrast between Christianity as disclosed in the sacred
literature, and the version of Christianity which the Medieval
Church presented was so extreme that not even the simplest
reader could fail to see it." (Pope 149).
Catholic Biblical scholarship had been far from moribund
in the sixteenth century. The first new Latin Bible (Lyon,
1527-28) was translated by the Dominican Sante Pagnini
under papal patronage. Pagnini's Old Testament "wa~
universally recognized as the product of impressive Hebrew
scholarship ...it was reprinted and revised throughout the
century ...the first critical edition of the Vulgate, produced by
Bernardino Gadolo, a Camaldolese monk ...was published in
1495 ....in 1547 Johannes Hentenius (a Dominican) published
a version (of the Vulgate) ...His text was reprinted at Antwerp
by Plantijn publishers ...and was accepted by the faculty of
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theology at the University of Louvain." (Oxford Encylopedia
of the Reformation, vol. 1, pp. 162, 164).
The blunder of the Catholic hierarchy of Henrician
England was that instead of issuing a better and more
accurate New Testament in English, they endeavored to
suppress the only entrant in the field. It would not be until
1582 that a Catholic New Testament would be issued but not
by the well-heeled hierarchy of the Catholic Church; rather
by nearly destitute Elizabethan exiles, among them th~
cream of Oxford scholars, who found refuge from Elizabeth's
hounds in France, at a place called Rhemes (a.k.a. "Rheims").

The Conspiracy Against Douay Rheims
In Tudor England, both sides of the religious controversy
regarded the other's Bible as foul heresy. The stakes were
enormous and emotions at fever-pitch. On February 7 1587
the eve of the judicial assassination of a queen, with only
hours to go before she was to forfeit her head, a disagreement
e~pted _overw?ose Bible version was the trustworthy one, a
dispute mconce1vable to twenty-first century minds:
"Dr. Eadie on the authority of La Mort de la Reyne
d'Escosse, Douairere de France, reprinted in Jebb's Collection
ii, p. 616, related that Mary Queen of Scots on the evening
before her execution in Fotheringay Castle, 'laying her hand
solemnly on a copy of the Rheims New Testament took an
oath of innocence, and that the Earl of Kent interpdsing that
as the book on which she had sworn was false, her oath was
of no _value, to which she promptly answered: 'Does your
lordship suppose that my oath would be better, if I swore on
your translation in which I do not believe?" (Jacob I.
Mombert, English Versions of the Bible: A Handbook [London:
Samuel Bagster, 1883], pp. 317-318. How the Word of God
was translated and annotated was a matter of state security
in the Elizabethan Age.
A cartoonish distillation of the issues at stake, consisting
of ?-alf-truths, was prepared by the British Secret Service.
This "press release" was composed in its essentials in the
1560~,.but it was parroted as recently as 2005 by the noted
Calvm1st scholar R.C. Sproul: "During the reign of Mary
Tudor (1553-1558) the Reformation was suppressed. The
Roman Catholic mass had to be celebrated, services could not
be conducted in English ...persecutions drove exiles from
Britain to Europe. The most capable scholars among them
came to Geneva, Switzerland. There they undertook the task
of preparing a new translation
of the Bible in
Eng~ish." _(Sp1;oul,_T~e 'lj?,eformation Study Bible [Orlando,
Flonda: L1gomer Mimstnes, 2005], p. iv).
It ~as tmport~t t~ the Cryptocracy that the story would
have legs and m this they have been triumphant. Their
account is what most of us are taught in school. This is what
Hollywood movies about the Tudor era and the Elizabethan
Age suggest, or state outright. It has entered the canon of
popular culture and high brow academia but it is in its
essence, _a cl3:ssic case of mendacious sele~tive indignation,
becau~e 1t omits the other half of the story. During the reign
of Elizabeth Tudor (1558-1603) Catholicism the popular
religion of the majority of the people of England, was
suppressed. The Anglican service had to be celebrated and
attendance was mandatory; the ancient Latin Mass was
forbidden. Persecutions drove exiles from Britain to Europe.
The most capable scholars among them came to Douay, in
northern France. There they undertook the task of preparing
a new translation of the Scriptures in English. Their work
t~e masterfully accurate Douay Rheims English Bible, was ~
tnumph of Catholic Biblical scholarship." 1

1 The revis~onist ass~rtion that Catholicism in this era was the po_pular religion of the EngJ.ish people is persuasively
documented m The Voices of Morebath: Reformation and Rebellion in an English Village, by Eamon Duffy.
'
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The preceding proscribed truths could not be allowed to
gain any sort of currency. About the year 1583 no less a
pivotal figure of the Cryptocracy than Sir Francis
Walsingham, head of the English Secret Service, ordered the
publication of an official refutation of the Rheims New
Testament. The Puritan theologian Thomas Cartwright
(1535-1603) was assigned the task, financed by the Secret
Service itself. The Rheims Bible, according to Walsingham's
man Cartwright, consisted in "Impieties, Heresies, Idolatries,
Profaneness, Treasons, Slanders, Falsehoods and other
Evils." Persons in England found with copies of the Rheims
New Testament were imprisoned and torture was apflied to
those Englishmen who sold or otherwise circulated it.
The Cryptocracy considered the fact that Oxford scholar
Gregory Martin translated the Rheims based primarily on the
Latin text of Jerome, rather than the Greek of Erasmus, or
the defective manuscript then in preparation by Pope Sixtus
the V, as a highly threatening development. 3
For years this writer had been leery of the Douay Rheims
because of Jerome's one solitary misjudgment, his error in
mistranslating the Divine Name of Yahweh. But Martin and
his colleague Richard Bristow, another exiled Oxford prodigy
who wrote the copious and incendiary polemical Rheims
notes, held the Latin Vulgate of Jerome to be superior to all
other Bible texts precisely in that, in almost all other
respects, Jerome had resisted and eschewed the massive
rabbinic scribal interpolations present in other contemporary
manuscripts.
In an epistle to the English reader, prefixed to the Douay
Old Testament (1609-1610), Bristow and William Allen wrote,
"Another question may be proposed why we translated the
Latin text, rather than the Hebrew or Greek which
Protestants prefer as the fountain tongue, wherein holy
Scriptures were first written. To this we answer, that if
indeed those .pure Editions were now extant, or if such be
extant were more than the Latin, we would also prefer such
fountains before rivers ...But the ancient best learned Fathers
and Doctors of the Church do much complain and testify to us
that both the Hebrew and Greek editions are foully corrupted
by Jews and Heretics, since the Latin was truly translated
out of them while they were more pure; and that the same
Latin hath been far better conserved from corruptions."
This is the heretofore largely undiscussed dimension to the
Douay Rheims Bible, strictly and faithfully based as it is on
the Vulgate of Jerome. The ancient texts which Jerome
consulted for his translation are no longer extant. The early
Church Fathers held that these texts were more faithful to
the original Scripture autographs than any manuscript that
survived Jerome, thus rendering Jerome's Vulgate and the
Douay Rheims' translation of it, the surviving pristine
fountain of Bible accuracy.
Hugh Pope observes: "Considering ...the vehemence with
which the Rheims Testament has been decried by Protestants
as a corruption of the word of God, the reader will perhaps be
scarcely prepared to hear how a large number of its peculiar
readings and renderings have been confirmed and adopted by
the framers of the Revised (King James) New Testament of
1881. This fact, which may be easily verified, is a remarkable
testimony to the intrinsic value of the Latin Vulgate, as a
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faithful representation of the most ancient and approved
manuscript copies of the original Greek Testament ..."
A distinguished Protestant exegete concurs: ".. .it should be
remembered that the Latin of the New Testament is of very
ancient date, and that many of its readings, being derived
from early documents, are of critical value, and the
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renderings in the Rhemish New Testament occasionally (are)
in perfect
agreement
with
the
most
ancient
Manuscripts." (Mombert, 305-306).
Gregory Martin died in 1582, the year of the Rheims New
Testament's publication. It is said that he had worked himself
to death in order to have the entire Vulgate Bible translated
into English in just four years. Sincere Protestants have
always conceded Martin's genius. Bible scholar Rev. Jacob I.

Cf. J.H. Dore, Old Bibles (1888), p. 292; quoted by Pope, 275.

Sixtus V's own translation of the Latin Vul~ate was completed by him in May, 1590. After the death of Sixtus, Cardinal Robert
Bellarmine warned the Vatican that Sixtus text was so riddled with errors that its publication would "create a scandal." A
revj.sion was orde_red.It was Q.romulg11te!1
on N~".-9, 1592 by Clemept VIII. This is tl).e much i~proved "Stxto-C!ementine" edition
which owed considerably to Bellarmme s erudit10n, and tlie collat10ns of the Spanish Benedictme, Bernto Arias Montano. It is
worth~hil~ to note that the 1582 R~eims Bible was an in<;lependent effort QYEngFsh Catholics. The Vati~an did not finance or
authonze it. Furthermore, the Rheims New Testament did not have the Church s formal mark of ecclesiastical approval, the
imprimatur. Technically, the Rheims was published illicitly, bearing only an "approbation" from four obscure clerics who were
themselves reputed to be members of the Douay College.
3
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Mombert, D.D. wrote, "Gregory Martin was one of the
original scholars of St. John's College, Oxford, where he took
his M.A..iif1564, and reputed Uie best Hebrew and Greek
scholar of his college." Dr. Andrew Edgar: "...there are in all
parts of the Douay Bible both evidence and fruits of advanced
scholarship ..." Methodist theologian Rev. R.C. Moulton, circa
1874: "...there is no other English version of Scriptures that
will prove more instructive to the student who will take the
pains to separate what is good and useful from what is illadvised and wrong."
The Douay Rheims editors were repelled by what they
regarded as the pandering by Protestant translators to the
demands of literacy and eloquence, which in their view,
sometimes led Protestants into prideful seeking after literary
immortality at the expense of strict adherence to faithful
translation.
This was the central traditional Catholic
objection to the Bible in Tyndale's English.
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There is no suggestion, in either case, that a question has
been asked ...The solution is very simple; St. Jerome's
responsum does not mean an 'answer'. It means an oracle; it
is a technical word for an oracle. The Greek had used
chrematizomai, and St. Jerome, in his strict preference for
verbal equivalents, did the best he could to give the oracular
atmosphere without using the pagan word oraculum." 4
Knox pinpoints Jerome's philosophy: a "strict preference
for verbal equivalents." This dedication to strictest accuracy
was the virtue of the Douay Rheims translators as well, a
virtue for which they were criticized! One nineteenth century
Protestant theologian stated, "The translators ...had no lack of
scholarship or command of good English ...and when
untrammelled they could write trenchant English. But in
translating the Scriptures they were hampered by their own
maxim -- 'not in hard places to mollify the speeches or
phrases, but religiously keep them word for word, and point
for point, for fear of missing or restraining the sense of the
Holy Ghost to our fantasy." (Edgar, 254).

Bishop Challoner's Fahrenheit 451

_t~.

~

··•.
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A portrait, "said to be of Gregory Martin."
Some Christians will find that there is immeasurable value
in an English Vulgate, in getting inside the mind of the
Church as it existed from 400 through 1600 AD (the period of
the Latin Vulgate's preeminence). For English readers who do
not have sufficient command of ecclesiastic Latin, the original
Douay Rheims serves that end better than any other
translation. Some would go further, and assert that to know
the mind of the Church in those twelve centuries is to
encounter the Gospel at the most intimate level, and that the
door to that encounter for the non-Latin specialist is "Douay
Rheims 1582-1609/10."
The renowned English Catholic Scripture scholar and
translator
Ronald Knox, shows forth the scrupulous
adherence to accuracy that was the mark of Jerome's
translation as rendered in the Rheims: "...why did the Wise
Men receive an 'answer' in sleep? Why did Simeon receive an
'answer' from the Holy Ghost that he should see the Christ?
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In the middle of the eighteenth century the Cryptocracy's
agents and dupes in the Roman Catholic Church, such as
Rev. Fr. Cornelius Nary (1660-1737) of the Paris University,
and Dr. Robert Witham, began to agitate against the
authentic Douay Rheims. A claim was circulated that
Martin's translation should be derogated due to its "obsolete
language," "bad orthography" and "translation so very literal"
which did "grate on the ears." These lightweight objections
evolved into the rationale for the English Catholic Bible's
suppression by the Catholic Church itself; to be replaced by a
dreary, hodge-podge "revision" (so-called, but actually a rewrite) by Bishop Richard Challoner, which ensured the long
sunset of Catholic lay enthusiasm for Bible-reading in the
English-speaking Church.
Sir Francis Walsingham has succeeded perhaps beyond
even his own wildest imaginings. The original and authentic
Douay Rheims is even today scorned by Catholic prelates who
have been taught to dismiss its verbatim translation as
unreadable, and recommend Challoner's version, which is
unread. Catholic inertia, apathy, ignorance and complacency
in this vein almost exceeds belief. What deep design is behind
this specious characterization of the Douay Rheims that
seems to have been planted in Catholic minds almost since its
appearance, growing in virulence in the intervening years?
Can its almost total suppression since 1635, with the
exception of a handful of minor print-runs by Catholics in
1738, 1788 and 1789; and by Protestants in New York in 1838
and in Missouri in 1987, be attributed to coincidence alone?
Here we see a maxim of the British Secret Service in
action: Challoner's Bible is falsely denominated by liberal,
conservative and traditional Catholics as "the Douay
Rheims," thereby conveying the misapprehension that what
may be the most reliable of all Bibles in English, is freely
available and everywhere in print. This fulfills the "vanished
forever" principle of the Secret Service: "The seeker cannot
find that which he does not know is lost."
The 1582 Rheims New Testament and the 1609-10 Douay
Old Testament 5 were suppressed by the Catholic powers
themselves and the eradication was too thorough to have
been a "coincidence." No major edition of the Rheims New
Testament of 1582 has appeared since 1633. The first hoaxed

Ronald Knox, The Trials of a Translator, (New York: Sheed and Ward: 1949), p. 77.

Though both the Old and New Testaments in English were completed by Gregory: Martin in 1582 they had to be published
twenty-seven years apart due to a lack of funds. In contrast, the complete Geneva Bible was immediately funded in 1560, at
considerable financial risk, by exiled English businessmen led by the visionary John Bodley (father of Thomas Bodley, the
founder of the famed Bodleian Library). Meanwhile, obtuse, cheapskate Catholics would not fund intellectual enterprises of
merit, ·preferring to fixate on private apparitions; petty internal ·squabbles; ·natiorr-state rivalries and Last Days obsessions.
5
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"Douay Rheims" Bible was published in 1738, and the fullblown counterfeit appeared in 1749.
There is something fantas_tically shrewd and designing in
suppressing a Bible translation by pretending it is still in
print. This writer has scoured book catalogues worldwide and
found the faux Challoner Bible repeatedly described by
scholars, bookstores, historians, theologians--you name it--as
the "authentic Latin Vulgate of the Douay Rheims
translation." This boldface lie, retailed unknowingly by the
majority who employ it, is an ingenious ruse. I know of no
other example in bibliography where such a scam has been so
successful. It is as if we were living in a Fahrenheit 451
universe where even the memory of the true Douay Rheims
has faded from both the human mind and official records.
The Catholic Encyclopedia (1914 edition) states: "Although
the Bibles in use in the twentieth century by the Catholics of
England and Ireland are popularly styled the Douay Version,
they are most improperly so called; they are founded, with
more or less alteration, on a series of revisions undertaken by
Bishop Challoner in 1749-52 ....The changes introduced by
him were so considerable that, according to Cardinal
Newman, they 'almost amounted to a new translation ...' In
nearly every case Challoner's alterations took the form of
approximating the (Protestant King James) Authorized
Version, though his three editions of the New Testament
differ from one another in numerous passages. The best
known version (of Challoner) published in England in modem
times was perhaps Haydock's, which was first issued at
Manchester in fortnightly parts in 1811-12. In America an
independent revision of (Challoner's) Douay Version by
Archbishop Kenrick (1849-59) was much used."
Hugh Pope: "Challoner's alterations tended to simplify and
modernize the version, and in the process made it
approximate more closely to King James' Bible. Bishop
Challoner (1691-1781)...revised the Old Testament twice in
1750 and 1763 and the New Testament five times, in 1749,
1750, 1752 and 1763 and 1772 ...(Challoner) did not possess
the profound scholarship of Gregory Martin or Richard
Bristow ...There are of course inaccuracies in his (Challoner's)
renderings ...The Gospels are perhaps the best part of his
work, the epistles the least satisfactory ....the necessary
simplification he aimed at and secured has resulted in the
loss of that dignity, rhythm and majesty which was so
noticeable at times in the original version of 1582..." (Pope,
pp. 352-353).
In the nineteenth century, Catholic Cardinal Nicholas
Wiseman inveighed against Challoner's counterfeit: 'To call it
any longer the Douay or Rheimish Version is an abuse of
terms. It has been altered and modified until scarcely any
sense remains as it was originally published; and so far as
simplicity and energy of style are concerned, the changes are
in general for the worse ....he (Challoner) weakened the
language considerably ..." Wiseman cites Challoner's version
of II Timothy 2:16 as one of the many verbatim passages from
the King James version which Challoner inserted into the
"Douay-Rheims." Wiseman said the passage contained an
"absurd tautology" (he is referring to the phrase "vain
babblings", since the word babbling encompasses the whole of
vaniloquium). 6
Dr. Andrew Edgar: "One of the many outstanding features
in the Rheims New Testament and Douay Bible is the large
number of 'inkhorn' terms they contain. For many of these
scholastic terms, common words were substituted in
Challoner's revision, especially of the New Testament.
Instead of 'celestials, terrestrials and infemals,' Phillippians
2:10, we read, 'those that are in heaven, on earth and under
the earth.' It will be seen in that in a very large number of
the ...cited cases in which Challoner has amended the
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phraseology of the Rheims Testament, he has adopted the
words of what we call the authorized version (of King James).
The extent, however, to which he has plumed the Catholic
version, especially in the New Testament, with Protestant
feathers, will be more fully realized when we have examined
passages that have not only been altered in respect of a
significant word or a significant phrase, but have been recast
all over. Some of these reconstructed verses will be found to
correspond word for word with the translation in the
authorized (King James) Bible ..." (Edgar, 280-282).
Knox demonstrates the almost impeccable rigor of the true
Rheims in comparison with Challoner's hoax: "When our
Lady says, at Cana of Galilee, 'They have no wine,' there is no
reasonable doubt that our Lord replied, 'Let me alone'; the
Jewish idiom for which is, 'What have I to do with thee?' The
Protestant Bible, in translating the idiom literally, makes it
sound too harsh. But Challoner has not dared even to be
literal; he adopts without comment the far less probable
interpretation, 'What is that (the absence of wine) to me and
to thee?' The old Douay, in the same passage, is very
illuminating. It gives the translation, 'What is to me and to
thee, woman?' without pretending that it is English. And the
footnote says, 'Because this speech is subject to diverse
interpretations ("divers senses"), we keep the words of our
text, lest by turning it into any English phrase we might
straighten the Holy Ghost's intention to some certain sense
either not intended, or not only intended, and so take away
the choice and indifferency (objectivity) from the reader,
whereof (in holy Scripture especially), all translators must
beware.' The principle is one of capital importance; where
interpreters disagree, the reader must be given his choice...as
much as possible, though Challoner does not seem to have
thought so." (Knox, p. 82, emphasis supplied).
While Protestants cherish and perpetually reprint the
King James Bible (cf. for example The Holy Bible, 1611
Edition: A word-for-word reprint of the First Edition of the
Authorized Version [Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers,
1982), and in the late twentieth century sparked revived
interest in the 1560 and 1599 editions of the Geneva Bible
("the family Bible of Shakespeare and the Elizabethan age"
which went through more than 140 printings in eighty years),
no such esteem is accorded the original Douay Rheims by
Catholics. The antique Protestant versions are far more
highly honored, preserved and accessed than the Bible
produced by the Elizabethan Catholic fugitives.
In virtue of its marginal annotations, for example, the
Geneva Bible is today prized by scholars, "for the Geneva
notes alone." Many readers even ask specifically for the 1599
edition of the Geneva, "with the Junius' notes to
Revelation," (considered among the most scorching rebukes of
the Papacy in the whole of Reformation Scripture
commentary). Notice that Junius is asked for by name by
contemporary Protestants. I will wager that among millions
of Catholics today, there are no more than a few thousand in
the entire world who can recall the name of Richard Bristow,
or the fact that he authored the thundering polemical notes to
the original Rheims New Testament, which his own Church
suppressed: "Haydock's text agrees almost verbatim with
Challoner's ...the grand difference between the current editions
of the Rheims-Douay versions and the original editions is the
suppression
of many
of the savage,
fanatical
notes ..." (Mombert, 325). These lively and fascinating notes by
Bristow were allowed to sink under the dust of the
seventeenth century, never to be revived, except by
bibliophiles seeking rare and limited editions of scarce works.
As the Cryptocracy had intended, in the name of making
the Bible more attractive reading fare for Catholics, the
Challoner version helped to confirm the general consensus

Wiseman, Dublin ReviewhApri!., 1837, pp. 475-492; reprinted in his Essays, vol. I, London, 1853. Wiseman's protest had no
discernible effect in lifting t e de racto ban on the true Douay Rheims.
6
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view that Catholics were apt to read everything except the
Bible. Writing in 1949, after Challoner had monopolized the
Catholic worfd for two huiidrea years, Msgr. Ronald Knox
offered these brutally honest observations on the state of
Bible reading among the Catholic masses:
"...is the Douay as it has come down to us through
Challoner, really so ...universally beloved?...In my experience,
the laity's attitude towards the Bible is one of blank
indifference, varied now and again by puzzled hostility. The
clergy no doubt, search the Scriptures more eagerly. And yet,
when I used to go round preaching a good deal, and would ask
the presiding priest for a Bible to verify my text from, there
was generally an ominous pause of twenty minutes or so
before he returned, banging the leaves of the sacred volume
and visibly blowing on the top ...Please God, there will always
be earnest people, perhaps one Catholic in a thousand, who
will study the Scriptures; but the reader and student (II
Mach. 2:26) are different people. Where are the Catholic
readers of the Bible? When did you last come across one of
your Catholic friends with a Bible operi in front ofhim? ...The
Douay people knew how to write ...But the Bible translated at
Douay on the principle of Kelly's Keys, and then watered
down by Challoner to make it sound less rugged--was there
any hope that this would give us desirable English?" (Knox,
pp. 21-23, 34).
There is much else that is strange and fantastic about the
history of the Douay Rheims Catholic Bible, not the least of
which is the identity of its last publisher of record, Rev.
Gordon Winrod, a Lutheran minister with a _passion for
Biblical accuracy, who, in 1987, brought the huge, three
volume work back into print in facsimile, in a quality
hardcover edition which is now a collector's item. 7 Is the
Cryptocracy still as anxious about the original Douay Rheims
as it once was in the days of Walsingham? It would seem so, if
Winrod's fate is any indicator. A few years ago Rev. Winrod, a
passionate opponent of Judaism, was framed, prosecuted in a
show trial and sentenced to a lengthy prison term.
Coincidence?
In his introduction to his _printing of the real Douay
Rheims, Pastor Winrod wrote, "The audacious determination
to dissolve Christ from the Old Testament is plain in the
Authorized Version, where names of our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ, are removed more than 100 times. 21 times the
name Christ is deleted, where it f!Ppears in the Vulgate and
Douay. This is true of the name Jesus, 1 time, in Hab. 3:18
(as also in Jude 5); of The Just One, 25 times; of Saviour, 15
times;_of Dominator, 13 times; of The Holy One, 5 times; of
The Strong One, 6 times; of The Son of Man, 5 times; of My
Deliverer, 2 times; of our Lord, 7 times; of the Lamb; of our
Redeemer; of The Meek One; of The Noble One; and of The
Orient. Discovery of these deletions are sufficient cause for a
reproduction of the Douay-Rheims Bible.
"There are fourteen portions of the Old Testament, which
by St. Jerome and the Church until the 16th century A.D.,
were not considered canonical Holy Scriptures, but were
accepted on:ly as apocryphal writings. At the Council of Trent
7
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(1545-1563 A.D.) eleven of the fourteen writings were
elevated to the level of God's Word. The other three portions
were set aside to be discarded. The Douay Old Testament has
interspersed through its text eleven of these portions; but the
other three are courteously appended at the end of the second
volume. The Council of Trent ordered a revision of the Latin
Vulgate, which was not accomplished until 1590-92 A.D. The
publication of the Rheims Testament ante-dated the Vulgate
revision. This reprinting is of the 1582 A.D. Rheims
Testament, and of the 1635 A.D. reprint of the Douay Old
Testament ...making available, once again, by the grace of
God, the most faithful English text of Holy Scripture, as
translated from the sole authoritative source, the Latin
Vulgate. July 27, 1987 A.D. Gordon Winrod. Gainesville,
Missouri~"(Emphasis supplied). 8

The Pirate Queen's Pirated Edition:
An Apocryphal Tale

The reader will note tlie importance Mr. Winrod places on
the Apocrypha. A similar emphasis is found in the writing of
the Protestant exegete Richard Kelly Hoskins: "The history of
Jacob from the time of their return from captivity to the
coming of Jesus Christ is missing from today's Bible. It
appears that it was universally censored from today's Bible in
the 183Os. The reason that the Apocrypha was censored, in
my opinion, is that it reveals too much information about how
to wage successful war against Esau." 9 The books of the
Apocrypha began to be removed long before 1830, of course.
Some of the so-called "Puritanical printings" of the Geneva
Bible (for Puritans in the low countries), began to omit the
Apocrypha, while other editions retained them. 10The Geneva
Bibles were printed without the Apocrypha in a covert
arrangement with the partners and heirs ("deputies") of
Christopher Barker, who died in 1599. The suppression of the
Geneva Apocrypha was a British Secret Service operation.
It is a singular fact of the bibliographic record that Geneva
Bibles published in the region of the Netherlands in the 17th
century, bore the date "1599" and gave the place of
publication as "London." These printings are what the
uninitiated term "black market editions" (un:less the edition is
a Herbert 247, one of the very few "Imprinted at London ...
1599" that actually were published in that time and place).
1599 is the year that "pirated" Bibles attributed to
Christopher Barker's deputies in London, were first printed
in Amsterdam for expatriate Puritans. The 1599 date would
be affixed to Geneva Bibles published in Amsterdam as late
as the 1640s!
I have qualified the terms "black market" and "pirated" in
the preceding references to this traffic, because this was
officially sponsored pseudo-piracy, a false flag operation made
possible by the pact between Dutch printers, Elizabeth's royal
printing company in London ("the deputies of Christopher
Barker" 11), and the British Secret Service, whose mission it
was to keep royal sponsorship of a Bible suddenly appearing
without fourteen of its books, unknown to the world at large,

In 2005 a two-volume set ofWinrod's Douay Old Testament sold at auction for more than $200.

I do not claim that the Douay is the on:ly Bible for study. I also consult the Jerusalem Bible (but not the notes); and the New
King James. I confess to occasionally reading the 1534 Tyridale New Testament aloud, to savor its magisterial cadences.
8

9

Hoskins Report No: 371, p. 5 (emphasis supplied). PO Box 997, Lynchburg, Virginia 24505.

10 These editions are noted by AS. Herbert as 248, 249 1 250, 2511 253, 254, 255, 256, 257 263., 270, 276 in his Historical
Catalogue of Printed Editions of the English Bible. Herbert 1s the leading reference authority on editions of the English Bible.
11 In 1577, through Walsingham's patronage, Christopher Barker obtained the sought-after rQYalmonopoly on printing the Bible.
"Walsingham was Barker's patron, lending his device of a tiger's head to the premises in St. Paul's Churchyard where the Bibles
•were printed;"·-(Patrick Collinson, TheElizabethan Puritan Movemerrt[Univ. of-California Press, 1967], p. 165).
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Geneva Bible. The title page reads: "Imprinted at
London by the Deputies of Christopher Barker,
1599." In fact, it was no such thing.
and in this, as in so many of their other plausible denial
stratagems, they were eminently successful.
The subterfuge extended beyond Amsterdam. The Geneva
version, generally regarded as a radical Puritan text, had no
formal approval in England, yet somehow it managed to
gradually supplant the official "Bishop's Bible" of the
Anglican Church, due in large part to a pair of Walsingliam's
Secret Service assets, Laurence Tomson, the translator of the
1583 edition of the Geneva New Testament, and Christopher
Barker: "The Geneva Bible, printed in a format suitable for
domestic use and with its 'profitable annotations' in a
Calvinist sense ...now at last had an English printing. Within
two years ...Christopher Barker printed in rapid succession
two pocket and four folio editions, as well as two impressions
of Laurence Tomson's translation of Beza's New Testament.
Tomson's New Testament was dedicated to his master,
Walsingham ...while Barker enjoyed a monopoly of bibleprinting, there were sixteen further editions of the Geneva
version and not a single reprint of the despised Bishops'
Bible..." (Collinson, pp. 164-165).
The Secret Service instituted de facto what would occur de
jure years later -- the formal removal of canonical status from
the Apocrypha. This was a portentous act of Biblical
tampering, evocative of occult contempt for the Bible, since it
denied to the lay people in whose name the Protestant
Reformation had been waged, a significant portion of the Holy
Scriptures.
Today, virtually all Protestant versions of the Bible omit
all the books of the Apocrypha. This suppression of books of
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the Bible by "Bible Protestants" remains shrouded in
obscurity. For exam}!le, in his introduction to the flagship
Bible of today's "Reformed" (Calvinist) churches, The
Reformation Study Bible, R.C. Sproul offers not one word of
explanation concerning the omission of the Apocrypha. Like
the vanishing act the Vatican managed for the authentic
Douay Rheims, the disappearance of the books of the
Apocrypha from Protestant Bibles, is "a done deal" to such an
extent that no explanation for the gaping hole is any longer
deemed necessary.
History is seldom what it seems. Rome dumped the
clearest expression in English of Christendom's ancient Latin
Vulgate scriptures, and substituted for it a gutted mediocrity
whose legitimacy is at present almost unquestioned. This
enigma is equaled in perversity by London having derogated
its own Anglican scriptures, the Bishop's Bible; covertly
raising the Geneva version to ascendancy while pretending to
be deeply troubled by its radical exegetical material.
Removing the books of the Apocrypha from "contraband"
Geneva editions, their operatives briefly restored them
during the prescribed "reaction" under King James, rightly
confident that the process of the Apocrypha's complete
extirpation had been set in irretrievable motion.
The British Secret Service principle of plausible denial
permitted the occult regime of the New Isis, Elizabeth I, to
appear to posterity as an embattled fortress of High Church
Anglo conservatism, even as it covertly facilitated
revolutionary alterations to Holy Writ.
I hope to elucidate other historical anomalies of the
Elizabethan puzzle-palace, which are, in certain respects,
even more baffling in their complexity and double-dealing,
with striking parallels to the tactics and strategy of the
criminal-occult cartel •of our day, which is, in fact, only a
continuation of the recrudescence of Pharaonic monarc,mr
instituted at London on Nov. 17, 1558.
LJ

Thepreceding
is anexcerptfromOccultProtestantism:
TheRiseof
Tyranny,
Sorceryand the SecretServicein the Elizabethan
Age,by
MichaelA. Hoffman11,scheduledfor publication
in hardcover
in the
springof 2006,if fundsallow.

Talmud & Kabbalah Korner
Israeli Couple arrested on suspicion of sexually
abusing baby son
By Yuval Azoulay I Haaretz I Sept. 18, 2005
A couple, the father, 28, and the mother, 30, from the
community of Elad was arrested on suspicion of abusing their
11-month-old son. The mother was allegedly filmed by her
husband performing oral sex on the boy and simulating the
movements of sexual intercourse. The father is being
investigated for abuse because he apparently waited for three
months before bringing the tapes to the police. The mother
alleges her husband ...encouraged her to perform the acts on
their son ...The wife's attorney, Noga Sidi, said that her client
was "upset, confused and in shock" and that she fainted when
she saw the videotapes during her interrogation ..."She doesn't
remember her actions ..." Relatives of the woman said
yesterday that the husband's actions were a bid to win
"Brownie points" in their divorce proceedings. Elad is a
community for ultra-Orthodox Jews.
Editors Note: The Talmud gives explicit permission for a
mother to have sex with her son as long as the child is under
nine years of age. Such acts among orthodox Judaics are
seldom reported or investigated, however. In the preceding
case the allegations were brought into the public arena by an
irate husband as part of a pending divorce. The arrest of this
woman is for alleged sex acts with her infant son, which every
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orthodox rabbi knows Judaic law (halakha) regards as
harmless. It remains to be seen if she actually will be
prosecuted.

Israeli Kabbalists "Prove" God Punished Bush
with Hurricane Katrina
Rabbinic experts on the Kabbalah in "Israeli" say God used
Hurricane Katrina to get even with President Bush for
supporting Ariel Sharon's Gaza pullout: "Ten thousand Jews
were expelled from their homes to satisfy President Bush and
Secretary Rice. They were made refugees in their own
country. There are approximately six million people in Israel.
10,000 divided by 6,000,000 equals 0.00167. Two weeks later,
Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans, completely desolating
(sic) the city. New Orleans has a population of 500,000. US
News agencies are openly referring to those displaced by the
hurricane as "refugees." There are approximately 300 million
people in the United States. 500,000 divided by 300,000,000
equals 0.00167."
.

Rabbi Says Hurricane is Punishment on Blacks
Associated Press via Haaretz I Sept. 9, 2005
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, a former chief rabbi and the spiritual
leader of the ultra-Orthodox Shas movement, said on Sept. 7,
2005 that natural disasters were the result of a lack of Torah
(Talmud) study and that Katrina's victims suffered "because
they have no God," singling out black people ...Yosef singled
out black victims, saying "they don't study Torah." He used
the word "Kushim," which in the Bible refers to an ancient
African people but in vernacular Hebrew is considered
derogatory. A Shas official, Tzvika Yaacobson, did not deny
Yosef made the comments but said they were taken out of
context and that people were misinterpreting the rabbi. "He
has a special style he uses when he speaks to the people,"
said Yaacobson. "He tells jokes that you may like, and may
not like. When you just tell the joke, you are ignoring the
connotation." ...Yosef, 85, is no stranger to controversy ....He
has called on the Israel Defense Forces to ''.joyfully"
annihilate Arabs with rockets, and he caused a huge uproar
when he stated that the six million Jews who perished in the
Nazi Holocaust died because they were reincarnations of
sinners in previous generations.

"Conservative" Federal Court Overthrows the
Writ of Habeas Corpus
A conservative federal appeals court ruled in September
that the president can indefinitely detain a U.S. citizen in the
absence of criminal charges. The decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 4th Circuit came in the case of Jose Padilla.
The court ruled that a congressional resolution after Sept. 11,
2001 "provided the President all powers necessary and
appropriate ...Those powers include the power to detain
committed enemies such as Padilla, who associated with al
Qaeda and the Taliban regime, who took up arms against this
Nation in its war against these enemies, and who entered the
United States for the avowed purpose of further prosecuting
that war by attacking American citizens." The decision by a
three-judge panel was written by a much-admired
"conservative," J. Michael Luttig. (Source: Washington Post,
September 9, 2005. "Conservatives" are lamenting the fact
that Harriet Miers and not Judge Luttig, was nominated for
the Supreme Court).
Let us recall the case of US Army whistleblower Capt.
James J. Yee, the Muslim chaplain at Guantanamo Bay
imprisoned in 2003 on suspicion of espionage. It was a
charge that, in the end, proved groundless. After the spying
charge was dropped, Yee was accused (and convicted) of
adultery and possessing pornography, charges which were
also used to intimidate and discredit Yee. Those convictions,
too, were later dropped. In May, 2004 the FBI insisted that
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Brandon Mayfield, a 37-year-old Oregon lawyer, was linked
to the Madrid, Spain bombings. The FBI declared that his
fingerprints matched those on a plastic bag connected to the
bombings. They didn't, and Mayfield was eventually released.
But according to Judge Luttig and the Fourth Circuit court,
Yee and Mayfield would be undoubtedly guilty and deserving
of perpetual imprisonment if President Bush made a
declaration to that effect. Is Jose Padilla as "guilty" as James
Yee and Brandon Mayfield?
The new Supreme Court Chief Justice, John Roberts,
while interviewing for his high court seat, ruled that Bush
has the power to create his own parallel justice system of
"military tribunals" and run it as he sees fit. Before he
became Chief Justice, Roberts was the Bush family's personal
legal advocate in Florida in 2000, when charges of vote fraud
were being leveled. Harriet Miers is another Bush family
retainer with the added red flag of having been a recipient of
the "1996 Jurisprudence Award" from the ADL. Miers is
described by the media as an "evangelical Christian" and
Roberts is presented as a "devout Catholic." But their
allegiance is not to God's Law, but to what Hoskins (op. cit.)
calls, "the Admiralty Law of the international merchant."
Roberts and Miers appear eager to continue to extend this
"merchant's law," by judicially enabling King George's police
state.

Boycott Barnes and Noble
The Barnes and Noble bookstore chain is reputed to be
"partnered with the ADL." They routinely lie to customers
who attempt to order new books authored by Michael A
Hoffman II, or published by Independent History and
Research (such as Craig Heimbichner's Blood on the Altar).
They tell inquirers that our books are "unavailable." Barnes
and Noble does offer links on its website to second-hand
booksellers who sell used copies of our books, but they do not
permit their stores to stock our books, or even to special order
them for their customers. Please consider boycotting Barnes
and Noble, and patronizing Amazon.com. Amazon distributes
and sells our books without restriction. You may also wish to
telephone Barnes and Noble to protest their ban:
800-843-2665. Or write a firm but courteous letter of protest
to: Stephen Riggio, CEO, Barnes & Noble, Inc., 122 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10011.
D
Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow;
He who would search for pearls must dive below.
John Dryden
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